
FINANCIAL CRISIS THREATENS  

CAMPAIGN TO ELIMINATE HUNGER 

 

 

Despite the recent economic turmoil, Australians must strongly support global efforts to 

reduce hunger in the world, according to a leading British churchman and social activist.  

 

Speaking at Yarra Theological Union in Box Hill on Thursday 16 October, the director of 

Micah Challenge International, Rev Joel Edwards, warned that the financial collapse on 

Wall Street, along with the urgent measures needed to respond to global warming, could 

undermine the global campaign to halve the extent of hunger and the grossest poverty by 

2015. Some 189 nations, including Australia, in 2001 committed themselves to this 

campaign, titled the United Nations Millennium Development Goals. 

 

A member of the UK Equality and Human Rights Commission and Tony Blair’s Faith 

Foundation, Rev Edwards was born in Jamaica and has lived in England since he was 

eight years old. He worked in the probation system in Britain and was Home Office 

Independent Advisor to the Metropolitan Police. From 1997 until recently he headed the 

World Evangelical Alliance.  

 

Edwards recounted his personal journey from a highly spiritualised view of his 

evangelical faith into one open to ecumenical insights and collaboration in addressing 

problems of social justice.  

 

About 50 people from a variety of faiths and organisations heard Rev Edwards speak on 

how Micah Challenge has been mobilising opinion internationally within church and 

community groups to support the UN Goals. He said that recent rises in the cost of food 

in developing countries had driven many more people into chronic hunger. This meant 

that children in particular did not receive sufficient nutrition, were significantly under 

weight and prone to life-threatening diseases.  

 

Yet he insisted that if developed countries honoured their commitments to help finance 

the Millennium Development Goals, many millions of people could be lifted out of acute 

hunger and the grossest forms of poverty. This happened in the countries of Europe and 

Australia in earlier generations and is currently happening in many parts of Asia and 

elsewhere. Echoing the views of leading economists, Edwards insisted that the world now 

had the resources needed to eliminate hunger almost completely, if it had the will. 

 

Reverend Edwards had earlier talked with Prime Minister Kevin Rudd about how 

Australia could use its influence to expand support for the Millennium Development 

Goals. Edwards said he was delighted that Mr Rudd was deeply committed to this 

unprecedented campaign against hunger, which could save the lives of even millions of 

people with better health care, basic inoculations, nutrition and education.  

 



Mr Rudd has set a target of giving 0.5 per cent of Australia’s Gross National Income to 

such aid, though Edwards pointed out that this was still considerably short of the 0.7 per 

cent target that the United Nations had called for. 

 

Nevertheless, Edwards recognised that the global financial crisis placed limits on what 

governments could do, and we should give credit where it is due. “It is not enough only 

to condemn leaders when they fail. We must also know how to recognise their success”. 

This would result in more constructive dialogue between anti-poverty activists and 

politicians.  

 

The event at Box Hill was organised by Social Policy Connections, an ecumenical 

advocacy network based in the new study centre at Yarra Theological Union. Social 

Policy Connections invites collaboration with people and groups that share its goals to 

improve social policies in Australia and overseas.   

 

The next forum will hear the Dominican priest and expert on indigenous peoples, Dr 

Hilary Martin, speak on the pros and cons of the Commonwealth intervention in the 

Northern Territory, at Yarra Theological Union, entry also via 34 Bedford St., Box Hill, 

at 7.30 pm on 11 November.  

 

A digital recording of Rev Joel Edwards’s lecture will be available on 

http://www.socialpolicyconnections.com.au 
 


